CGT WORKS is an architectural and construction company, which is looking for an integration between the concept design and the construction development of the project. We achieve this through a multidisciplinary methodology that involves a continued supervision of the project between architects, engineers, project managers and construction managers. CGT WORKS deals with residential and commercial projects in Europe and in the United Kingdom and offers many different services to its clients, from architectural design to the project construction. CGT WORKS invests efforts and time in technological and planning development, taking part in international architectural competitions, research and development of the newest architectural tools.

Main activities of the trainee:
CGT WORKS gives to the trainee the chance to be involved in the project design from the concept stage to the site supervision. The trainee will have the possibility to visit different building sites and discuss the drawing detail with the construction manager, testing materials and design solutions. The trainee will be involved in the different stages of the design process; proposing design solutions; making 3d models and renders; designing details and construction drawings; managing the project and supervising the site.

Skills to be learned:
At the end of the traineeship the intern will have a better understanding of the project development, from A phase to L phase of the RIBA plan of works, elaborate technical and detail drawings for the projects, display and discuss project solutions, modelling with 3d programs.

Method of work:
Daily revisions and assignment of tasks to be accomplished within the day or week.

Send the application only to:
hr@ctgworks.co.uk

Who the traineeship refers to:
Graduated and undergraduate students in:
- Architecture
- Engineering
- Interior Design
- Project Management
who are going to take part in the Erasmus, Erasmus + and Leonardo Programme.
Application period:
We accept applications during the whole year.

Skills:
Software skills required:
- Office suite
- InDesign
- Photoshop
- Autocad

Other software:
- Illustrator
- Rhino
- Cinema 4d
- Vray
- Autocad Architecture

Other skills:
- English (B1)

Working hours per day:
8 hours per-day.

Period of the traineeship:
3 months minimum.